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Blooms Taxonomy
As well as developing your knowledge, this course
will also help to equip you with important skills
needed to be successful in Modern Studies and the
wider world. The success criteria for each lesson will
show you the main skills you will use each period. In
Modern Studies we aim to promote Higher Order
Thinking Skills which encourage a deeper
understanding of the information. The following
pyramid shows the different levels of thinking skills
and as you work your way up the pyramid your
learning will become more complex. This should help
you to understand the issues covered more
thoroughly. Each lesson the aims will be colour coded
corresponding to a level on the pyramid so that you
know which skills you are using.

Modern Studies and the World of Work
As a student of Modern Studies you are learning to understand the world around us as well as the political,
social and economic issues that affect our lives. The knowledge you gain from your time in Modern Studies
will be with you after school and you will refer back to often and in surprising ways. Skills that we practice
will prepare you for the future where you will have to create decisions and justify your actions by
analysing and evaluating evidence. Our time is known as the “information age” because we are presented
with vast amounts of information on an overwhelming level. This means you need to be able to apply
learned research skills and analyse this information wisely as well as evaluate how reliable it is. Modern
Studies will help you to develop the skills you need to be successful.
Put another way Modern Studies is where we learn how WE can change the world to make it a better
place. You can have a small or a big part in that and over the page are examples of jobs where a
background in Modern Studies would be useful.

My World of Work Skills Used In This Course
Collaborating
Communicating
Creativity
Critical Thinking

Curiosity
Feeling
Focusing
Sense Making
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Moderns Studies will help so that…
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I can demonstrate and apply the skills I have learnt across the curriculum to
the world of work.
I can identify my interests, strengths and skills and use them to make
informed choices.
I can choose a blend of subjects, courses and experiences to enable my career
pathways.
I can access advice and support to help me make informed choices about
further learning and opportunities.
I can demonstrate diverse thinking when exploring learning opportunities and
pathways.
I can understand and consistently demonstrate the behaviours an employer
looks for in a good employee.

Examples of Jobs
Accountant
Actor
Architect
Artist
Builder
Chief Executive
Civil Servant
Councillor
Designer
Doctor
Electrician
Engineer
Environmental Protection

Fundraiser
Judge
Lawyer
Lecturer
Marketing Executive
MP
MSP
Musician
Party Manager
Planning Officer
Police Officer
Policy Officer
Producer

Professor
Project Manager
Radio Presenter
Social Worker
Spy (Digital)
Spy (Real Life)
Teacher
Transport Planner
TV Presenter

What other jobs could you add?
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4th Level Benchmarks
BM2: Suggests the impact of a social issue, for example, poverty and demonstrates the attitudes of those
affected.
BM7: Compares and contrasts two world ideologies and how it affects the lives of people.
BM8: Evaluates the role of media in a democracy, and assess its importance in informing and influencing
citizens and explaining decisions made by those in power
BM9: Presents an informed view of how the expansion of power and influence of countries or
organisations may impact on cultures, attitudes and experiences of those involved
BM11: Evaluates the effectiveness of any chosen international organisation, for example the UN, NATO or
the EU in meeting their aims
National 5 Level
Success Criteria
PEEL
Questions
•
I can
explain the reasons why China is a powerful country
•
I can construct a PEEL paragraph
•
I can research Chinese Language and traditions and translate English words into Mandarin
•
I can explain the meaning of ideology
•
I can compare the ideology of Scotland and China and how it affects the lives of people
•
I can explain the political system of China
•
I can evaluate the impact of Chinas political system on its people
•
I can assess the role of CCTV in China
•
I can decide if the UK should adopt similar practices to China
•
I can evaluate the role of Chinese technology in UK society
•
I can express and support my opinion using evidence
•
I can compare the media in the UK and China
•
I can evaluate the importance of a free press in a Democracy
•
I can investigate the treatment of Uighur Muslims in China
•
I can compare the abuse to other events in history
Course Learning Intentions
•
I can assess the impact of crime, poverty and family planning in China
•
I can describe the Chinese Dream
I• amI can
learning:
create a newspaper headline on the impact of government brutality
1.
To
review
evidence
with atocritical
•
I can
suggest
ways for China
recover mind
lost heritage
2.
contribute
to One
a discussion
• To
I can
describe the
Child Policyon the role of the state
• To
I can
explainthe
the difference
individualism
and collectivism
3.
assess
impact ofbetween
a social
issue
• To
I can
identify which
countries are
individualistic
than
others
4.
evaluate
the influence
of more
the media
and its
role
in a democracy

5. To compare world ideologies and the impact they have on citizens
6. To express a view on the growing power of a country and the impact that might have
7. To evaluate the effectiveness of an international organisations in meeting their aims

Experiences and Outcomes
I can evaluate conflicting sources of evidence to sustain a line of argument. SOC 4-15a
I can contribute to a discussion on the extent to which people’s needs should be met by the state or the individual.
SOC 4-16a
Through discussion, I have identified aspects of a social issue to investigate and by gathering information I can
assess its impact and the attitudes of the people affected. SOC 4-16b
I can evaluate the role of media in a democracy, in assess its importance in informing and influencing citizens and
explain decisions made by those in power. SOC 4-17a
I can compare and contrast two world ideologies to express an informed view on how ideology affects peoples lives.
SOC 4-17a
I can present an informed view on how the expansion of power and influence of countries and organisations may
impact on cultures, attitudes and experiences of those involved. SOC 4-19a
By examining the role and actions of selected international organisations, I can evaluate how effective they are in
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Part 1: Why China is a Powerful Country
LI: To express a view on the growing power of a country and the impact that
might have

MWW Skills:
• Curiosity
• Sense Making

SC:
• I can explain the reasons why China is a powerful country
• I can construct a PEEL paragraphs to explain why China is a powerful
country

Activity 1
Complete the box below. We will fill in the
second box at the end of the topic

MTV
Routine

When I think of China I think…

Now when I think of China I think…

Activity 2
Using the PowerPoint or the Notes below, complete your Chinese Fact File on page 7
China is home to famous cities such as Hong Kong, Shanghai (population around 24 million) and
the capital Beijing (population around 24 million). The president of China is called Xi Jinping. The
population of China is 23x bigger than the UK and at the start of 2020 there was almost 1.4
billion1 people in China. Scotland’s population of almost 5.4 million people. China has the
worlds largest population. The official language of China is Mandarin but there are many other
languages that are spoken.
Chinas military is known as the Peoples Liberation Army. This is because they are the army of
the people that freed Chinese people from the war lords that used to rule China. It has the second
largest military budget in the world of almost $200 Billion2, over 2 million active personal and
another 500,000 people in reserve. This means it has the largest military in the world.
Chinas economy is the worlds second largest. It is known as the worlds factory3. It makes 70%
of the worlds air conditioners and 58% of the worlds shoes. As its people have become richer
they now 1/3rd of the worlds spending on luxury brands (more than any other country). Chinese
people are also responsible for 1/5th of all spending on tourism in the world.
1
2

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-pacific-13017877
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201903/05/WS5c7dd92ea3106c65c34ecce2.html

3

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/business-51551992/china-economy-why-it-matters-toyou?intlink_from_url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bbc.co.uk%2Fnews%2Ftopics%2Fcywd23g0qnmt%2Fchinaeconomy&link_location=live-reporting-map
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CHINA FACT FILE

Facts on China

Chinas Military

Capital city:

Name:

Capital city population:

Budget:

Largest city:

Number of Personal:

Largest city population:
Chinas Economy
Size:
Total China population:
Known as:
Population of Scotland:

mixed socialist market economy
Evidence:

President of China:
Other Spending:
Official language of China:
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MTV
Routine

Activity 3: See Think Wonder

See

Think

Wonder

What do you see in the
image?

What do you think about
the image?

What does the image make
you wonder?

Activity 4
Read the information on page 9 about why China is powerful. In your jotter or digitally,
construct at least 1 PEEL paragraph for the question below.
Explain, in detail, why China is a powerful Country. (3 Marks per PEEL paragraph)
Point: China is powerful due to its …
Explain: This makes China powerful because …
Example: For example …
Link: Therefore China is powerful due to its …
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Reasons Why China is Powerful
Population
The size of Chinas population makes it a very powerful country.
Because of the size of Chinas population countries like the UK
and USA will change and compromise their values to keep the
Chinese government happy so that they can sell to Chinas 1.4
billion people. For example, a Scottish private school –
Merchiston Castle4 has opened up a school in China but it wont
include subjects like Modern Studies as Chinese students are not
allowed to be critical of their government.
Size of Military
China has the largest military in the world. The size and abilities
of its military means makes it powerful because it can operate
anywhere in the world and very few countries would risk a fight
with the Chinese military. For example China has started to build
military bases in the ocean by creating new islands and has
demonstrated the ability to destroy satellites in space by
launching rockets from earth. It has also launched5 spy satellites
that no one can hack into.
Size of Economy
The Chinese economy is very important to countries around the
world. This spending power makes China very powerful as many
countries will try not to upset China so it continues to spend in
that country. For example, the Chinese bought £22 billion6 worth
of goods from the UK and spent £20 billion in the UK. If it gets
poorer it may spend less on the UK which could hurt the UK.
China owns the black cab company famous for its taxis across
UK cities. Chinese tourists also spend over $226 billion dollars
around the world which is important to popular tourist destinations
like Scotland.

Extension Activity
Using your key facts about China to make a Chinese Lantern you
can use the link / QR code below to see how to make a lantern
using A4 paper.
https://www.youtube.c
om/watch?v=CeZKYGm
uZn0

4

https://www.heraldscotland.com/news/15674627.scottish-private-boarding-school-unveils-chinese-expansion/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-40294795
6
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-46917562
5
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Part 2: Chinese Language and Traditions
LI: To compare world ideologies and the impact they have on citizens
SC:
• I can research Chinese Language and traditions
• I can translate English words into Mandarin

MWW Skills:
• Creativity
• Adapting

The official language of China is Mandarin which is spoken by most people. There are however
many other languages spoken in China by different regions just as there are many languages
spoken across Europe.

Activity 1
Use the Link/ QR Code to translate from English into
Mandarin the words below
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

https://translate.yand
ex.com/?lang=en-zh

Your name
Scotland
Hello
Goodbye
Brilliant
Happy
School
Friend
Sport
Television
Phone

Tips: If your name doesn’t translate into Mandarin try finding out what your name means first. For
example Eion is Gaelic for John while Brook
means stream.
Western & Chinese Traditions
Hogmanay & Chinese New Year
In Scotland, like much of the world we
celebrate the new year with a celebration
called Hogmanay. This is takes place on the
31st of December. This is because we use a
10

solar calendar to mark the start and end of the year.

The Chinese use the lunar calendar which
means that though they use the same dates
as us, they celebrate the new year at the end
of January or start of February. Each year is
known by the year of an animal based on the
Chinese Zodiac.
In the western world (which includes the UK
and the USA) we often pay attention to the
Western Zodiac which is based on the month
you are born i.e. Scorpion, Taurus etc. In
China the Chinese Zodiac is based on the
year you were born. i.e. Sheep, Rat etc.
Activity 2
Look at the tables below and find out
your Western and Chinese Zodiacs.
1. Write down your two symbols.
2. Identify the national animal of the
country you were born in. Add it
to your list
3. Discuss who is represented by
the most powerful symbols

4.
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Part 3: Ideology of China
LI: To compare world ideologies and the impact they have on citizens
SC:
• I can explain the meaning of ideology
• I can compare the ideology of Scotland and China and how it affects
the lives of people

MWW Skills:
• Curiosity
• Critical Thinking

Early in the 20th Century China was a fractured country as many
parts of it were ruled by war lords. Eventually by 1949 one force
conquered all of China. This force was known as the Communist
Party of China (CPC) and was led by a man called Mao Zedong.
In 1949 Mao Zedong established the Peoples Republic of China.
His parties belief was that the needs of the many outweigh the need
of the few and that for too long power and wealth was held only by
very few people in China.
Under Mao China underwent a transformation. In an effort to realise
his dream of a communist China, Mao would imprison and kill
millions of people who disagreed with him. The argument was that
to improve China for all the right of free speech should be
limited and all should follow his lead blindly. He and his party wanted
complete control over all aspects of Chinese life and this resulted in a
man made disaster known as the great leap forward.
Activity 1
Use the Link/ QR Code below to watch two videos on the
early history of China under the Communist Party of China.
In the box write down any difference you notice.
https://www.yout
ube.com/watch?
v=hoc_09s_p08

https://youtu.be/
YiQYTGujW3Y

Differences in the reporting of Chinas past under the CPC
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Fast forward to Modern China and life for millions of Chinese people is unrecognisable from the
China of only 2 generations agoSkip Activity 2 at present as not currently on youtube/ iplayer
Activity 2
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch Reggie in China
Episode 1 “The City of the Future” and answer the
questions below.

Ideology of China

https://clickv.ie/
w/Phmm

Stop at 20 Minute Mark
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1

What is the big change that
makes Guangdong
unrecognizable?
What is Shenzhen known as?

2

3

In 1980 what did it used to
be?

4

How many people lived there?

5

How many live there now in
2019?

6

How did Shenzhen become
the “factory of the world?”

7

What did the people of
Shenzhen learn to do?

8

What did Neil and Alex
invent?

9

How do people order and pay
for food?

10

How else can people pay?

11

Why did Duncan and others
choose China

12

What did the former leader
Deng say about poverty?

Ideology in Scotland Vs China
All countries around the world have their own ideology. Essentially, it is a system of ideas or
beliefs on how a country should be run.
Capitalist Ideology
At the core of capitalism is the idea that people
are free to choose. This means that people can
live their lives without interference from the
government. In capitalistic countries the
government tries to get involved as little as
possible.
For example, people can own their own property
or business. Scotland the USA are both
examples of capitalist countries.
Activity 3

Communism Ideology
Under this ideology everyone should be equal.
To achieve this then the government needs to
control every aspect of peoples lives to make
sure that everyone is the same.
For examples, the government in the Chinese
government partly owns all companies in China
and has a lot of control over peoples housing,
education and health care choices.

14

Read the information in the table above about Ideology. In your jotter or digitally, construct

Scotland is a CAPTIALIST country.
The belief that people should be free to live
their lives without government control e.g. own
businesses or property. This can result in
inequalities i.e. rich and poor.

China is a COMMUNIST country.
The belief that everyone should be equal. This
is achieved by the government controlling of all
aspects of people’s lives, including private
businesses and housing.

In Scotland, we have regular elections for our
representatives. This includes local
councillors, MSPs and MPs.

Elections are held China to the National
Peoples Congress which is similar to our
parliament.
However the only important political party is
the Communist Party. The CPC always runs
China.

We also have many political parties to
choose from including Labour, Conservative,
SNP and Liberal Democrat.
We can also find out what the government is
doing on TV and the Internet.

Decisions are made in secret and the National
Government is not elected. It is run by the
leaders of the Communist Party known as the
Politburo.

This means that people in Scotland have
access to information and have lots of
opportunities to participate such as through
protesting.

All decisions are made in secret and the
Chinese people are not allowed to protest if
they are unhappy with the government.

The government garuntees Human Rights to
keep people happy.

The government denises people Human
Rights in order to keep control

Scotland

China
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Activity 4
Read the information on Scotland and China on page 14 and fill out the table below.
Ideology

Elections

Political Parties

Governments

Political Rights
(Participation)

Human Rights
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Part 4: A Dictatorship with Chinese Characteristics
LI: To contribute to a discussion on the role of the state
SC:
• I can explain the political system of China
• I can evaluate the impact of Chinas political system on its people

MWW Skills:
• Feeling
• Sense Making

Since 1st October 1949, China has been run by one party
- the Communist Party of China. The party has led the
country from the era of Chairman Mao to become the
economic powerhouse is it today, but along the way has
tolerated no opposition and quashed dissent. The
Communist Party of China is in complete control of
the country, from government to police to military.
While there is a parliament, the National People's
Congress, it merely rubberstamps the decisions taken by
the party leadership. The party also has a tight grip on
the media and the internet to silence protest. Love for
China is seen as with love for the party. A more
democratic system is dismissed in order to ensure
national unity (no disagreements) and growth.
Around 7% of the population are members of the
party - loyal membership is essential for anyone who
wants to climb the career ladder - whether in politics,
business or even entertainment. If they are seen to go
against party ideals, they have to publicly apologise to
save themselves from secret detention and
persecution, which is exactly what happened with actress
Fan last year. She had disappeared for several months
after supposedly not paying enough in tax.
China insists it is upholding human rights and justifies its harsh hand on dissent (disagreement) by
saying that lifting millions out of poverty trumps individual freedoms.
Media and the internet - including social media - are tightly controlled; China's "Great Firewall"
internet censorship controls access to many Western news websites, as well as Google,
Facebook, YouTube and Twitter.
The digitalisation of everyday life allows the party to implement advanced surveillance
technologies culminating in plans for a social credit system. This near-total control of media has
helped the Party sway public opinion and enforce control.

Activity 1
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch how China controls
Social Media in China

https://www.bbc.
co.uk/news/world
-asia-china49631120
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China is a dictatorship in the sense that one large party
has complete and absolute control over the country. The
Communist Party of China, led by Xi Jinping will restrict
the rights of the Chinese people. They argue this is
necessary to help China grow for all Chinese people
Xi Jinping became president of China in 2012, ushering
in an era of increased assertiveness and
authoritarianism. He was born in 1953. He has been
front and centre of China's push to cement its position
as a superpower, while also launching crackdowns on
any who disagree with him and the party he leads. The
"Xi Jinping Thought" means that any challenge to the
president will now be seen as a threat to Communist
Party rule. Mr Xi has pursued what he has called a
transformation of Chinese with his China Dream vision.

Activity 2
Answer the questions below using the
information from page 16 & 17

What percentage of the population belong
to the CPC?

What does the CPC stand for?

Why would people want to join the CPC?

What does the CPC have complete control
over?

Why does China say it needs to restrict the
rights of individuals?

Why does the CPC have control over the
media and internet?

Create a short biography of President Xi
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Sorry - Skip Activity 3 at present as not currently on youtube/ iplayer – Trying to get yo
acess to click Tv

A Dictatorship with
Chinese Characteristics
1

What do the drones deliver

2

What did Neal’s grandfather
do for work

3

What was China like during
the grandfathers time

4

What did it mean if you
lived more rural

5

What did the government
allocate to the people

6

What was the “thinking”

7

What does Shenzhen
represent

8

What happened in
Tiananmen Square in
1989?
Where did Deng feel power
needed to stay?

9
10

Start Around 20 Minutes
Stop Around 28 Minutes

How did he view the
students?
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Part 5: CCTV in China
MWW Skills:
• Communicating
• Critical Thinking

LI: To compare world ideologies and the impact they have on citizens
SC:
• I can assess the role of CCTV in China
• I can decide if the UK should adopt similar practices to China

Activity 1
Complete the box
across

When I think of CCTV I think…

Activity 2
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch Reggie in China
Episode 1 “The City of the Future” and answer the
questions below.

CCTV in China
1

What instructions are
people given in the city?

2

What is seen around the
city?

3

How does the use of the
CCTV cameras differ from
in London?
What are the cameras
being trained to do?

4
5

What does China want to
be a world leader in?

6

How many people are in
Chinas facial recognition
system?
What can happen in China
if you do something wrong?

7
8

MTV
Routine

https://clickv.ie
/w/Phmm

Start Around 28 Minutes
Stop Around 34 Minutes

How are cameras being
used in trucks

20

9

How much has the death
rate dropped?

People in China are now required to have their faces
scanned when registering new mobile phone services,
as the government seeks to know the identities of
the country's hundreds of millions of internet users.
When signing up for new mobile or mobile data
contracts, people are already required to show their
national identification card (as required in many
countries) and have their photos taken. But now, they
will also have their faces scanned in order to verify
that they are a genuine match for the ID provided.
But another likely motivation is to better track the population. China is often described as a
surveillance state - in 2017 it had 170 million CCTV cameras in place across the country with the
goal of installing an estimated 400 million new ones by 2020.
The country is also setting up a "social credit" system to keep score of the conduct and public
interactions of all its citizens in one database. The aim is that by 2020, everyone in China will be
enrolled in a vast national database that gives a "ranking" for each citizen. This could be used to
reward people for good behaviour and punish for bad behaviour.

Activity 3
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch how China controls
Social Media in China

https://www.bbc
.co.uk/news/wo
rld-asia-china50587098
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Activity 4
Answer the questions below using the
information from page 20 and then copy
and change the sentences in the coloured
boxes to express your opinion (with
justifications)

Everyone in the UK should / should not
have to register their face when buying a
new mobile phone because

What must people in China now do when
they get a new mobile phone?

Why would they be required to do this?

Everyone in the UK should/ should not
have to use their real name when online
like the people in China because

How many CCTV cameras are expected to
be in place by 2020 in China?
The UK should / should not introduce a
social credit system in the UK because

What is the point of the Social Credit
system?

Activity 5
Complete the box
across

Now when I think of CCTV I think…

MTV
Routine
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Part 6: Censorship
LI: To express a view on the growing power of a country and the impact
that might have

MWW Skills:
• Focussing
• Integrity

SC:
• I can evaluate the role of Chinese technology in UK society
• I can express and support my opinion using evidence

The Chinese government is famous around the world for the
level of censorship it has over the Chinese people. Censorship
is the deliberate effort to suppress or hide information and
communications.
In Scotland we view free speech as one of the most
fundamental rights in our democracy. This is because our
ideology is capitalistic. This means that we view it as very
important to be able to express our thoughts and make choices.
China, as a communist system restricts people’s speech and
choices because it cannot have people disagreeing with the
government. The leaders of China will argue that in order to
make life better for all Chinese there must be some sacrifices
of freedoms and there can be no critical voices causing division
in Chinese society.
Tiananmen Square
There are very famous examples of the Chinese Government
restricting people in China online. In 1979 there was an event in
a place called Tiananmen Square. Here hundreds of thousands
of pro democracy supporters gathered in camps for weeks.
That was until the government sent in tanks to clear the
protestors away. Thousands were kills, many disappeared and
now in China there is almost no reference to these events at all.
Winnie the Pooh
In China any reference to Winnie the Pooh7 is also banned.
This is because people started to make comparisons between
Chinese President Xi and the Disney character.
Activity 1
Use the Link/ QR Code to read more about why Winnie
the Pooh is banned in China

7

https://www.bbc.
co.uk/news/blogs
-china-blog40627855

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/blogs-china-blog-40627855
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The Chinese government has banned any mention of Tiananmen Square protest on the social
media app TikTok. There is also a ban on anything that would be a criticism of the government
or its policies. TikTok is a company owned in part by the Chinese Government. This means that
the Chinese Government has access to the information that is gathered by this app and its users.
In 2019 TikTok suspended the account
of the American teenager Feroza
Aziz8. She had posted a video about
curing eyelashes but then went on to
make a point about the abuse of Uighur
Muslims in China.
Her account was suspended by
TikTok though they denied the reason
was because she was critical of the
Chinese government.
As China becomes more powerful and Chinese companies
(all partly owned by the Chinese Government) become
bigger and used more around the world they will start to
affect us. There is a big question about if we have
something that we need to fear9.
The UK, USA, New Zealand and other countries have been
debating to allow Huawei technology to be used to roll out
5G. There is a fear this could let the Chinese government
use this technology to spy on us and our governments.
Activity 2
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch a video and find out
more about 5G

https://www.bbc.
co.uk/news/busi
ness-46465438

Activity 3
In the box next to each statement below write in if you agree or disagree with the
statement and justify your answer.
Huawei should be allowed to build
the UKs 5G network.

TikTok should not be allowed in
the UK.

There is nothing to fear from the
use of Chinese technology
companies.
8
9

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-50601906
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-46465438
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Activity 4
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch Reggie in China
Episode 1 “The City of the Future” and answer the
questions below.

Censorship
1

https://clickv.ie
/w/Phmm

Start Around 34 Minutes
Watch Till End

What does Reggie say that
the government in China
doesn’t need to worry
about?
How does one party control
help the environment in
China?
What does the government
plan to do to Nigel’s home?

2

3
4

What will happen to Nigel’s
parents?

5

Why do they say that
Shenzhen’s University
doesn’t have a history
department?
Why is the tree planted by
Deng important

6
7

How many people were
affected by the efforts to get
rid of poverty in China?
Who has had a fake video
made of themselves

8
9

How can the 3D plans of
the city be used?

10

How will John’s body
scanner be used?

11

Who does John say will be
in charge in the future?

Activity 5: BM9
Do you think the growing technological
power of China is a good or bad thing
for the UK? Justify your answer.
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Activities for Independent Learning, Consolidation and Collaboration
Independent Activities

Collaborative Activities

Quiz yourself

Compete in this class Kahoot

https://forms.office.com/Pa
ges/ResponsePage.aspx?i
d=oyzTzM4Wj0KVQTctaw
UZKY7jDX7gWFNMlM6M_
mCadwJURVM0WDFHVk9
OU05NSkgyVjI4VVI1TUpE
Si4u

https://create.kahoot.i
t/share/bge-level-4china-quiz1/c06765ff-b6d84a60-8c0c77ed5eb84570

In your jotter, on paper or digitally…

With a partner, group or as a class…

Write a script for a news report. You
could report on:
• Why China is powerful
• Life in Scotland Vs China
• The Chinese Dictatorship /
Political System
• CCTV in China
• Censorship in China

Create and film a news report. You
could report on:
• Why China is powerful
• Life in Scotland Vs China
• The Chinese Dictatorship /
Political System
• CCTV in China
• Censorship in China

Create:
• A poster on Chinese Power & its
Government
• A leaflet about freedoms in China
(leave space for media, religion,
protest and family)
• A poster comparing the ideology
of Scotland and China

Prepare a quiz for the class on topics
such as:
• Ideology
• Chinese Power
• Chinas Government
• CCTV & Censorship in China

Design:
• A wordsearch or cross word
using key words and facts from
the lessons on Chinese power,
ideology, Government, CCTV and
Censorship
• A review for Reggie In China
Episode 1

Design:
• A board game about living in
Scotland compared to China
• A play or short story about living
in China and discovering about
life in Scotland
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Part 7: Media in China
MWW Skills:
• Critical Thinking
• Sense Making

LI: To evaluate the influence of the media and its role in a democracy
SC:
• I can compare the media in the UK and China
• I can evaluate the importance of a free press in a Democracy

The role of the media in a democracy is to inform the public so they can make
informed decisions about their leaders. This includes informing voters about when
the government is not doing a good job.
In a dictatorship like China the media is heavily controlled by the government
and criticism of the government isn’t permitted.
Activity 1
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch Reggie in China
Episode 2 “City of Dreams” and answer the questions
below.

Media in China
1

2

What is the large screen
promoting?

6

What powers does
President Xi have as head
of internet affairs
What do the singers hope
to receive from people
watching them?
How much can the live
streamers earn a day?

9

Stop Around 19 Minutes

What does Reggie say that
President Xi wants people
in China to know
From where was China
ruled?

4

7

https://clickv.ie
/w/2jmm

10

What Apps / Websites are
banned in China?

11

What happened to the 20
year old who sang the
national anthem in a silly
way
27

12

What are the rules for live
streaming

13

What happens when you
cross the line

14

What is weibo

Activity 2: BM8
Compare the coverage of politics in China and the UK above then consider the questions below.
How would you describe the
coverage of the decisions made by
the UK leaders compared to Chinese
leaders?
How important do you think it is that
the media is able to report on the
government without interference from
the government? Justify your answer.
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Part 8: Religious Freedom and the Uighurs
LI: To compare world ideologies and the impact they have on citizens
SC:
• I can investigate the treatment of Uighur Muslims in China
• I can compare the abuse to other events in history

MWW Skills:
• Feeling
• Sense Making

Because the Chinese government believes it knows best for all
Chinese people, it encourages a culture where the needs of the
state (China) should come before all others needs. This
includes religion. In China religious thought is heavily
restricted because to be religious is to show loyalty to
something or someone else other than the Chinese
government.
This has meant that the Chinese government has cracked down
hard on many religious groups in China and some of the most
recent examples of human rights abuses in China are of the
attempt to supress Buddhists in Tibet and Muslims10 in Xinjiang.
China Re-Education Camps
China has been setting up “Re-Education Schools” where the
Uighur Muslims have been sent to. The reality is that these
schools are in fact prisons and through leaks the rest of the
world has started to learn about what China has been doing to
an estimated 1 million of Chinas 11 million Uighur Muslims.
In 2019 The Chinese government stopped an Arsenal match
from being shown in China because one of the players spoke
out against the treatment of the Uighur Muslims in China.
Mesut Ozil11 also had his fan page in China removed. China
responded by saying he was “deceived by fake news” and that
everything was ok in China for the Uighur Muslims.

Activity 1
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch the Panorama
Documentary “How to brainwash a million people”
and answer the questions below and on page 29
What are the China Cables?

10

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-45474279

11

https://www.bbc.co.uk/sport/football/50807043

https://www.bbc.co.uk
/iplayer/episode/m000
btl7/panorama-howto-brainwash-amillion-people

What does China say the camps are for?
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What is kept in the bathrooms?

What happens if you take too long at the
toilet and what must you say after?

What was the dream of the women in the
documentary

What does the representative of Chinese
Government call the China Cables?

The memo includes orders to:
• "Never allow escapes"
• "Increase discipline and
punishment of behavioural
violations"
• "Promote repentance and
confession"
• "Make remedial Mandarin studies
the top priority"
• "Encourage students to truly
transform"
• "[Ensure] full video surveillance
coverage of dormitories and
classrooms free of blind spots"

Activity 2
Use the box below to write a brief diary entry as if you were a “student” in the camps

Extension Task
Read more on the BBC investigation into Chinas Hidden
Camps

https://www.bbc.co.uk
/news/resources/idtsh/China_hidden_ca
mps
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Part 9: Freedom to Protest in Hong Kong
LI: To compare world ideologies and the impact they have on citizens
SC:
• I can compare the ideology of Scotland and China and how it affects
the lives of people
• I can evaluate the impact of Chinas political system on its people

MWW Skills:
• Sense Making
• Critical Thinking

Hong Kong has a special status. Most people in Hong Kong don’t
view themselves as Chinese. It was a British colony for more
than 150 years. The territory was also popular with people
fleeing poverty or persecution in mainland China.
The UK and China reached a deal in 1984
that would see Hong Kong return to China in
1997, under the principle of "one country,
two systems". This meant that while
becoming part of one country with China,
Hong Kong would enjoy a high level of
independence, except in foreign and defence
affairs for 50 years.
As a result, Hong Kong has its own legal
system and borders, and rights including
freedom of to protest, fair trials and free
speech are all protected. For example, it is
one of the few places in Chinese territory
where people can commemorate the 1989
Tiananmen Square crackdown, where the
military opened fire on unarmed protesters in
Beijing.
...but things are changing
There are concerns about people who
disappeared all to eventually emerged in
custody in mainland China. Artists and writers
say they are under increased pressure to
censor.
In 28 years' time in 2047, the agreement that
protects Hong Kong’s freedoms expires - and
what happens to Hong Kong's freedom after that worries many young people in Hong Kong.

Activity 1
One conclusion that can be made about Chinese Identity in Hong Kong is that young people
are very unlikely to identify as Chinese. What evidence is there to support this conclusion?

Hong Kong Protests
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In early 2019 it was proposed that the government of Hong Kong would agree a deal with the
Chinese government to allow criminal suspects to be sent to mainland China. This is called an
extradition treaty.
Many in Hong Kong Opponents said this risked exposing Hong Kongers to unfair trials and violent
treatment common on the mainland. They were also afraid the new proposal would allow the
targeting of people who criticised the Chinese government. For months, hundreds of thousands of
people in Hong Kong protested and shut down parts of the city. On 1 October, while China was
celebrating 70 years of Communist Party rule, Hong Kong experienced one of its most "violent and
chaotic days".
Activity 3
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch an explanation of the
Hong Kong Protests and answer the questions below

https://www.you
tube.com/watch
?v=6_RdnVtfZPY

What are the protests a fight for?

How are rights in Hong Kong different from
China?

Which sector also joined the protests?

What will history say about the people of
Hong Kong?

Activity 4
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch an explanation of the
Hong Kong Protests and answer the questions below

Why are young students like Jonathan
protesting?

How have the police responded to the
protesters?

https://www.you
tube.com/watch
?v=Z4mdTXjXJNg

How many of the 6,000 people arrested
were under 18 years old?

After months of protests China said that it
would cancel its plans for an extradition
treaty and Hong Kong could maybe enjoy
its freedoms past 2047
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Part 10: Crime in China
LI: To assess the impact of a social issue
SC:
• I can assess the impact of crime in China
• I can construct a PEEL paragraph

The protests in Hong Kong were over
plans to make it easier to deport people
who were arrested in Hong Kong to
mainland China. The people of the city
were worried that their rights to a fair
trial and protection would disappear
if the law was changed. There has been
evidence of this in China.

MWW Skills:
• Collaborating
• Communicating

Case study of former British embassy
worker arrested and tortured.
Simon Cheng, a Hong Kong citizen who worked for the
UK government for almost two years, was detained for
15 days on a trip to mainland China in August. "I was
shackled, blindfolded and hooded," the 29-year-old
said. "They said they work for the secret service and
that there are no human rights, then they started the
torture." The UK government ordered staff to collect
information on the protests which Simon did. They then
sent him to business conference in the Chinese city of
Shenzhen.
In Shenzhen he was handed over, to three plainclothes
officers from China's National Security Police. He was
made to hold stress positions - squatting against a wall
for example - for hours on end, and beaten if he
moved. He claims he was subjected to sleep
deprivation, with his interrogators forcing him to sing
the Chinese national anthem to keep himself awake.

Activity 1
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch
an interview with Simon Cheng
who was abducted in mainland
China

https://www.bbc.c
o.uk/news/worldasia-china50457262

From a large pile of more than 1,000 photographs of
Hong Kong protesters, he was told to jot down the
names of anyone he recognised. Strapped to a chair
and held by his hair, he says they tried to force him to
open his mobile phone using the facial recognition
function.
Simon Cheng has told the BBC that he believes it is too
dangerous for him to return to Hong Kong.
As for Hong Kong's protesters - who began their fight
against an extradition bill that would have allowed
suspects to be sent to China - Simon Cheng's story will
confirm one thing above all else: that there is indeed
much to fear from a justice system so at odds with their
own.
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Activity 2
Using the case study on page 32 answer the questions below
What was Simon asked to do by the UK
government?

What happened to him in Shenzhen?

How was he treated by the Chinese?

Describe, in your own words, how fair the
Chinese justice system seems.

Officially in China crime rates are very low. The Chinese media will regularly compare China to
places like the UK and the USA to make a point that China is much safer. This of course makes
the Chinese government look good in the eyes of Chinas citizens. The people in charge of the
police are also rewarded with bonuses if crime is falling. That can mean that many crimes don’t
get officially reported so that it looks like crime is falling. This can mean it is very hard to trust
the true extent of crime in China and we should be careful before trusting the statistics12 by the
Chinese government.
On top of the human rights abuses above there are many other examples of crime in China that
we know about.
Activity 3
Read the case studies below and on page 34 then give evidence of the crime and describe the
impact of the crime.
Cyber Crime
According to state media, China Daily, Chinese police
cracked more than 45,000 cybercrimes in 2019. They also
reported arresting over 60,000 suspects in an effort to clean
up the internet.
The police have also “busted” 147 gangs engaging in cyber
crime. A lot of this crime is fraud and scams (cheating
people out of their money)
https://www.chinadaily.com.cn/a/201911/15/WS5dcdf2ada310cf3e35
57777c.html

Evidence of Crime

12

Describe who is affected and in which way

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-46811397
34

Juvenile Crime
China has been debating at what age children should be
treated as adults for their crimes. This has come after a
number of high profile murders by children under the age
of 13. In 2019 a 13 year old boy killed a young 10 year girl
by stabbing her and dumping her body after he sexually
assaulted her. In the same year another 13 year old hacked
his mother to death with a cleaver over an argument. In late
2018 a 12 year old stabbed his mother to death but he was
released and sent back to school within days.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-50210961

Evidence of Crime

Describe who is affected and in which way

Abductions and Human Trafficking
There are many unexplained disappearances in China.
Newspapers and bulletin boards are filled with notices of
missing persons. Some no doubt have fled to seek a better
life somewhere else, but many are believed to be victims of
abductions and trafficking. Some are young girls thought to
have been abducted and sold as wives and over 1,000
women were rescued last year!
In 2017, the USA government declared China amongst the
worst human trafficking offenders
https://www.hrw.org/news/2019/10/31/chinas-bride-traffickingproblem

Evidence of Crime

Describe who is affected and in which way

Activity 4: BM2
Read the information on page 33 & 34. In your jotter or digitally, construct at least 1 PEEL
paragraph for the question below.
Describe, in detail, how crime can affect people in China. (3 Marks per PEEL paragraph)
Point: One way crime can affect people in China is by …
Explain: This means …
Example: For example …
Link: Therefore one affect of crime in China is …
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Activities for Independent Learning, Consolidation and Collaboration
Independent Activities

Collaborative Activities

Quiz yourself

Compete in this class Kahoot

https://forms.office.com/Pa
ges/ResponsePage.aspx?i
d=oyzTzM4Wj0KVQTctaw
UZKY7jDX7gWFNMlM6M_
mCadwJUMVRWMUdESV
BDUlFETEdMNVA4WFJB
RjRKMy4u

https://create.kahoot.i
t/share/bge-level-4china-quiz2/411d167a-957f45bb-9907909b3b821bda

In your jotter, on paper or digitally…

With a partner, group or as a class…

Write a script for a news report. You
could report on:
• Scotland from a Chinese Media
perspective (remember
government controlled)
• The “Re-education” camps and
protests in China
• Crime in China

Create and film a news report. You
could report on:
• Scotland from a Chinese Media
perspective (remember
government controlled)
• The “Re-education” camps and
protests in China
• Crime in China

Create:
• A poster promoting the Chinese
government.
• A poster raising awareness about
the Uighur Muslims plight
• A poster to join the protests in
Hong Kong
• A leaflet warning about Crime

Prepare a quiz for the class on topics
such as:
• Media in China
• The “Re-education” camps in
China
• Hong Kong Protests
• Crime in China

Design:
• A version of snakes and ladders
where players have to gain as
many points as possible in the
Social Credit system

Design:
• A presentation raising awareness
of Human Rights in China.
Consider:
o Religious Freedom
o Political Freedom
o Slavery & Family life
o Rights of the Child
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Part 11: The Chinese Dream
MWW Skills:
• Feeling
• Sense Making

LI: To assess the impact of a social issue
SC:
• I can assess the impact of poverty in China
• I can describe the Chinese Dream

China and the US are global rivals - yet when it comes to inspirational
appeal, China has no match for the American Dream. However, President
Xi Jinping has been promoting a new slogan - the China Dream.
President Xi's dream is of a stronger nation with a strong military. Put
simply the Chinese dream is one where all the citizens work together to
make their life and China as a whole better. Put another way for
President Xi – you can get rich but do not challenge the government.
This is different from the US where the emphasis is on individual
success. If you, as an individual work hard then you will be successful
and if others are not then they did not work hard enough. The Chinese
would argue that the American Dream is more selfish than the Chinese
Dream.
Activity 1
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch Reggie in China
Episode 2 “City of Dreams” and answer the questions
below.

The Chinese Dream

1

What happened to the
young rich in China?

2

How was China like North
Korea

3

How does Reggie describe
Xis china?

4

How many migrant workers
were living underneath the
city?
What happened to them?

5
6

https://clickv.ie
/w/2jmm

Start Around 19 Minutes
Watch Till End

Why do Chinese people not
talk?
37

7

How much bigger is Singles
day than Black Friday?

9

Why have the workers
moved to Beijing from the
countryside?
What has been the impact
on the workers?

10
11

12

What is the Chinese Dream
according to the rich in
China?
What do the rich at the
dinner party not talk about?

13

What can the comedians
not talk about

14

How long can Xi rule for?

Poverty in China
The reality is despite the amazing transformation of many China
cities into global centres of wealth there are millions of people in
China who still live in extreme poverty. In one region of China
alone, Guizhou, there were over 30 million people living in
poverty. Most people in China that are poor still live in the rural
areas of China and depend on family members travelling to the
major cities to work (often in cramped and poor conditions) to
send money home.
In 201913 China was shocked when a young women was admitted
to hospital severely malnourished. She weighed just over 20KG
and had been living for years on just 20p a day. Her parents had
died and she was left to look after her mentally ill brother.
Much of the money she had was used to pay for medical bills for
her brother and so she lived largely off chillies and rice for 5 years. When she arrived in hospital
she was only 4ft 5in at the age of 24 years old. She died at the end of 2019.
Activity 2: BM2
To what extent do you think poverty is a
problem in China? Give a reasons to
justify your answer. (think of the
sacrifices people have made)

13

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-china-51104313
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Part 12: Cultural Freedom in China
LI: To compare world ideologies and the impact they have on citizens
SC:
• I can create a newspaper headline on the impact of government
brutality
• I can suggest ways for China to recover lost heritage

MWW Skills:
• Creativity
• Critical Thinking

What was the Cultural Revolution?
The Cultural Revolution was a campaign launched by Chinese
leader Mao Zedong in 1966 to purge his rivals in the ruling
Communist Party. It ended up destroying much of China's
ancient culture.
Chairman Mao gave licence to Chinese youth to destroy the socalled four "olds" or perceived enemies of a modern China:
customs, habits, culture and thinking. Children turned on their
parents and students turned on their teachers, intellectuals were
exiled. Thousands were beaten to death or driven to suicide.
Mao also encouraged a personality cult around himself, which
led to people worshipping his writings and image.
It officially ended only with Mao's death in 1976. Millions were
denounced and punished during this time.
Activity 1
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch more on the Cultural Revolution

Chinese society has changed rapidly in the
last 70 years since the communists took
power and much of China would be
unrecognisable to someone transported
from the 1950s and 1960s. In some cases
even someone from the 1980s
There are many who were alive back then
who do remember what it was like and how
much more restricted their lives were as
well as poorer.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/n
ews/av/world-asiachina-36284297/whatwas-china-s-culturalrevolution

2019

1987

On the whole life for many Chinese people
has gotten better but it has come at a great
cost to personal freedom, to human
rights and to life.
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Activity 2: Headlines
Create a newspaper headline for The China Daily reflecting on the
Cultural Revolution

MTV
Routine

Activity 3
Use the information on page 38 and 39 to answer the questions below.
Who led the Cultural Revolution and what
was it?

What was targeted / destroyed as a part of
it?

How has China changed since?

What was the cost to achieve that change?

Activity 4
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch Reggie in China
Episode 3 “East Meets West” and answer the questions
below.

Cultural Freedom in China
1

Would you take the same
walk as Reggie?

3

What did the port of Shanghai
make it?

4

What was banned under
communist rule?

5

What took the country by
storm in 2017

6

How did the government
respond to the Rap of China?

https://clickv.ie
/w/hnmm

Stop Around 27 Minutes
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7

How did the rappers have to
change?

8

In the 1920s what was
Shanghai full off?

9

When were they shut down?

10

Why were they shut down?

11

What else was banned?

12

What happened in the 1960s
in the Cultural Revolution?

13

How many Chinese children
are obese / overweight

14

How much is that an increase
since 1995

15

What must the workers do
before starting work with the
chicken?
How many birds are
processed a day

16
17

What does Shanghai have
more of than any other city?

19

How did people’s homes
change during the cultural
revolution?
What did the government
make people from the cities
do?
What happened to some?

20

21
22

What haunts Chinese people
today?

23

How many years of Chinese
culture was almost wiped out?
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Activities for Independent Learning, Consolidation and Collaboration
Independent Activities

Collaborative Activities

Quiz yourself

Compete in this class Kahoot

https://forms.office.com/Pa
ges/ResponsePage.aspx?i
d=oyzTzM4Wj0KVQTctaw
UZKY7jDX7gWFNMlM6M_
mCadwJUMEczWkU1QVM
zU09KMlhNRlVITDdFUzlW
Ry4u

https://create.kahoot.i
t/share/bge-level-4china-quiz3/d359ca3b-991c4f1e-9663ed7d55ebf7ec

In your jotter, on paper or digitally…

With a partner, group or as a class…

Write a script for a news report. You
could report on:
• The Chinese Dream
• Poverty in China
• How China has changed from the
Cultural Revolution to modern
day China

Create and film a news report. You
could report on:
• The Chinese Dream
• Poverty in China
• How China has changed from the
Cultural Revolution to modern
day China

Create:
• An anti poverty poster raising
awareness of the issue
• A poster promoting the Chinese
Dream in contrast to the
American Dream
• A recruitment poster for “Rap of
China” (don’t forget the rules)

Prepare a quiz for the class on topics
such as:
• The Chinese Dream
• Poverty in China
• The Cultural Revolution
• Rap of China
• Freedoms in China

Design:
• A leadership profile of Mao
Zedong and what lessons
President Xi Jinping needs to pay
attention too.

Design:
•
An advertising campaign for the
Chinese Ministry of Propaganda.
It should be designed to attract
tourists to visit modern China but
needs to educate tourists on how
they should behave / what they
can and cannot talk about
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Part 13: The One to Two Child Policy
LI: To assess the impact of a social issue

MWW Skills:
• Feeling
• Creativity

SC:
• I can assess the impact of family planning in China
• I can describe the One Child Policy

Why was it introduced?
As China's population approached one billion in the late 1970s, the government became
concerned about what effect this would have on its ambitious plans for economic growth. The
policy was introduced in 1979. It limited many families to only one child, though exceptions were
made. The one-child policy is estimated by the Chinese government to have prevented about
400m births since it began
How was it enforced?
The government generally enforced it by providing financial and employment rewards to those
who followed the policies and fined those who violated the rules. Other measures such as forced
abortions and mass sterilisations were also used at times. The policy was more strictly
implemented in urban areas.
Why was it so controversial?
Campaigners in China and in the West argued the policy was a massive violation of human
rights and reproductive freedoms. Rich families who could afford to pay fines were also able to
get around the restrictions. The traditional preference for male children together with the onechild policy led to large numbers of girls being abandoned, placed in orphanages, sex-selective
abortions or even cases of female infanticide (murder of children). China's gender balance is
skewed towards males as a result of this.
Activity 1
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch Reggie in China
Episode 3 “East Meets West” and answer the questions
below.

The One to Two Child
Policy
1

https://clickv.ie
/w/hnmm

Start Around 27 Minutes
Stop Around 37 Minutes

How far away is Chengdu?
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2

3

4
5

6

What does the governments
billion pound network of arts
centres allow it to do?
What do the rappers in
Chengdu say you can’t talk
about on Rap of China?
How has the government
started to use Rap
Who did most young people
spend their time with when
young?
When was the one child
policy introduced?

7

Why was it introduced?

8

What are Little Emperors?

Why is it now being abandoned?
Experts warn that China will be the first economy to grow old before
it gets rich largely due to the one-child policy. By 2050, more than a
quarter of the population will be over 65. The country's fertility rate is
one of the lowest in the world. China's ageing population will slow
down the economy as the pool of young workers decreases and
there will be fewer workers to pay taxes to look after pensioners.
What has really changed?
Rights activists and campaigners point out that the one-child policy has simply become a twochild policy, with China still controlling women's reproductive rights.
Amnesty International said women will remain at risk of coerced or forced abortions, and
"intrusive forms of contraception" to implement the new policy.
Activity 2
Use the information on page 42 and 43 to answer the questions below.
What was the One Child Policy?

What did it prevent?

How was it enforced?

Why was it controversial?
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Why is it now being abandoned? (What has

Has much really changed?

Activity 3
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch more about the impact
of the One Child Policy on China. Note down what has
happened below.

https://www.yo
utube.com/wat
ch?v=pzdsc9ftV
Bs

"I can still remember when I was little, the
family planning department broke down the
door in my family home to grab my mum and
sterilise her. I still carry this trauma to this
day. What kind of methods would they use to
make us have a second child?"

"So I was forced to be sterilised - I was only 23
at that time. My heart hurt so much then - I'm
so young and I can't have any more children. I
hate the family planning unit."

"When my mother had my little brother, we
were fined. We had no money so they took
away our things in our home - our television
set, our benches, even our food. After that
there was still forced sterilisation, and now
she has a disease. Who will take responsibility
for this?"

"My first child turned out to be twin girls. Two
and a half years ago, I was visited daily in my
home by planning officials telling me to go for
sterilisation. If I didn't get sterilised I would not
get the hukou (Passport),"

Activity 4: BM2
Using the information above, in your jotter or digitally, construct at least 1 PEEL
paragraph for the question below.
Describe, in detail, how population control has affect people in China. (3 Marks per PEEL
paragraph)
45
Point: One way the One Child Policy has affected people in China is…

Homework Activity 1: Headlines
In the boxes below create a front page story about the changes to the One
Child Policy.
• Describe the One Child Policy
• Explain why it was needed, how it was enforced and the impact on
people
• Describe the changes to the policy
• Direct readers to follow the story on social media

MTV
Routine

Name of Newspaper / Newssite

Headline

Details (See Success Criteria above)

Photo/ Image can be added to printed version

For more on this story follow us on
@
and using the hashtags
#
#
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Part 14: Scottish and Chinese Society
LI: To compare world ideologies and the impact they have on citizens
SC:
• I can explain the difference between individualism and collectivism
• I can identify which countries are more individualistic than others

MWW Skills:
• Focussing
• Sense Making

Life in Scotland is much more individualistic. What that means is that we, as a capitalist
country, are more concerned with giving the individual as much freedom of choice as we can.
This puts us closer culturally to the USA. Sometimes though we do believe in working together to
help solve problems and make life better for all. Examples of this would be paying higher taxes to
make sure health and education is free for all and of a good quality for all.
China has taken this to the extreme under a system called communism. They believe that all
should not just be treated equally but also access to all the same things. Chinese people argue
that the whole community is more important than the individual and so to make life better people
need to give up some of their rights and freedoms for the benefit of all. This is also known as
collectivism. Countries can be placed on a scale of individualistic to collectivistic.
Activity 1: Tug of War
Read the country profile below. Write the name of the country on the
scale based on how individualistic or collectivist you think the country
is.
China
This country will
majorly limit
peoples rights to
make all equal but
in return provides
many services.

Individualisti
c Countries

USA
The government
provides very few
services so that
citizens are free to
spend more of their
money on what
they want.

UK
Citizens enjoy
many freedoms of
choice but the
government
provides basics
like healthcare and
education.

MTV
Routine

Sweden
People pay very
high taxes but in
return get very
generous help from
the government.
Human Rights are
protected by law.

Collectivistic
Countries
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Activity 2
Use the Link/ QR Code to watch Reggie in China
Episode 3 “East Meets West” and answer the questions
below.

Scottish and Chinese
Society
1

2
3

4

5

Start Around 37 Minutes
Watch Till End

According to the rapper why
is Chinese culture different
from the west?
How are parents now in China
different from the past?
What is the government now
more supportive off? 50
minutes
What do families and
government have more
influence over than in the UK?
What did President Xi
abandon in 2015?

6

What are the marriage
markets for?

7

How many more men are
there than women because of
the one child policy
Why does Reggie think that
people are ok with being
controlled by families and
government?

8

https://clickv.ie
/w/hnmm
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Part 15: Assessment
LI:
• To produce an assessment on life in China
SC:
• I can present on life in China
• I can apply my understanding to be successful

MWW Skills:
• Creativity
• Sense Making

In this assessment, you need to create a report about 21st Century China. This can be done by
using the template given to you by your teacher, on a computer or on paper. It must include
sections 1 to 5. Each section successfully completed will get you a green star on your assessment
tracker. You should try to push yourself to include section 6 (which is National 5 level work) to get
a purple award for this course.
Section 1 - BM7: Compares and contrasts two world ideologies and how it affects the lives of
people.
1. Explain the differences between capitalism and communism
2. Describe how people’s lives are different between Scotland and China.
Section 2 - BM8: Evaluates the role of media in a democracy, and assess its importance in
informing and influencing citizens and explaining decisions made by those in power
1. Describe the role of the media in Scotland / The UK
2. Describe the role of the media in China
3. Describe how the way media covers stories might influence citizens in a country
4. Evaluate how important you think the media is in a democracy
Section 3 - BM9: Presents an informed view of how the expansion of power and influence of
countries or organisations may impact on cultures, attitudes and experiences of those involved
1. Describe how China is becoming more powerful and influential. You could consider its
military, economy or technology
2. Describe how this can affect people in Scotland
3. Describe, in your opinion, If you think the growth of China is a good thing?
Section 4 - BM2: Suggests the impact of a social issue, for example, poverty and demonstrates
the attitudes of those affected.
1. Explain the experience of people in China related to Crime, Poverty or Family Freedom.
2. Include a quote showing how people affected by this feel.
Section 5 - BM11: Evaluates the effectiveness of any chosen international organisation, for
example the UN, NATO or the EU in meeting their aims
1. Using the information on page 49, decide if you think the United Nations is effectively
meeting its aim to protect Human Rights.
2. Justify your answer
The United Nations
Section 5 – National 5 Extension Task
Describe, in detail, censorship in China
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The United Nations was set up after the Second World War with the aim of ensuring global peace
and security. There are two key parts to the United Nations. The General Assembly and the
Security Council.

The General Assembly
This is made up of almost all the countries of the
world. They will debate important issues and make
global agreements such as creating the
Declaration on Human Rights as well as creating
the Convention on the Rights of the Child. Its
decisions are not compulsory on countries as they
can choose to follow them or not.

The nonpermanent
members are
elected for 2
years at a
time and
represent
different
parts of the
world. 5 for
Asia/ Africa,
2 for Latin
America, 1
for East
Europe and
2 for
Western
Europe.

The Security Council
The job of the Security Council
is to ensure world peace. The
decisions made but the security
council must be followed by
the whole world. There are 15
members of the security council.

The 5 permanent members of the security
council are China, France, Russia, The
United Kingdom and the USA. They are the
most powerful countries in the world.

The 5 permanent members have what is
called a veto. This means that when the
Security Council is voting on a decision they
can vote against it. If even 1 of the permanent
members veto the decision then it can’t pass.
Even if the 14 other members vote for it.

As China is one of the 5 permanent members
of the Security Council it is able to stop the
UN from getting involved to stop the human
rights abuses in China even though one of
the key aims of the UN is to protect Human
Rights.
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Extension Tasks
BGE Level 4 Modern Studies: The Peoples Republic
of China
Take Control and Teach
•
•

•

Write the above heading.
Using today’s success criteria write down how you would
tach what you have learnt to someone who knows nothing
about the subject.
This can be written as a paragraph, in note form or an
annotated diagram (like a timeline)

Tweet
•
•

•

Write the above heading.
Create a tweet using 140 characters or less about the key
things you have learned in this lesson. Try and include facts
or examples (hashtags might help)
If more than 140 characters then do more than1 tweet.

Self-Assessment
•
•
•
•

Write the above heading.
Note down if you had to mark your own work, how would you
know it is a good piece of work?
Note what you thought was difficult about meeting the
lessons success criteria?
If you could improve your work, what would you do
differently?

Making Connections
•
•

Construct a mind map of what you have learnt.
This could be on the whole topic or just todays lesson. You
can continue to add to it as we learn more in the topic.
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Would I Lie to you?
•
•

Write the above heading.
Using information from your lesson, write 2 truths and 1 lie to
show you what you have learnt.

Modern Studies Musings
•
•

Write the above heading.
Create an acrostic poem using the word Modern Studies (or
another related word) to summarise what you have learnt.
(An acrostic poem is one where the first letter of each line
creates a word)

Getting Quizzical
•
•

Write the above heading.
Invent 3 questions that you could ask someone in class
about our lesson. Put answers underneath.

Insta Facts
•
•
•

Write the above heading.
Design an Instagram post to portray what you have learned
today.
You should include a drawing, a caption with hashtags.
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